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The QUEEN has been graciously pleased to approve the following
award:

Air Force Medal

Chief Petty Officer Airman (PHOT) Keith George Thomas
STURGE, D112042Y.

On IStb August 1991, during typhoon Fred, the oil rig support
barge DB29 with 195 personnel on board foundered in heavy seas 70
nautical miles south-east of Hong Kong. 28 (Army Co-operation)
Squadron, based at Royal Air Force Sek Kong, rapidly dispatched
the maximum available number of Wessex helicopters to assist in the
rescue operation.

Chief Petty Officer Sturge, a photographer serving with the Joint
Services Public Relations Staff at Headquarters British Forces Hong
Kong, was tasked to fly in one of the helicopters to provide
photographic coverage of the rescue mission. His aircraft
encountered appalling weather, with severe turbulence and visibility
often less than 100 metres in heavy rain, and after a 2 hour sortie
returned to Hong Kong to refuel without finding any survivors.

During a second sortie, the helicopter located a liferaft which
contained 5 survivors. Winds at the scene were gusting over 70 knots
and the waves were some SO feet high. During a 25 minute period,
the stand-in winchman, a pilot serving with 28 (Army Co-operation)
Squadron, recovered 4 survivors whom Chief Petty Officer Sturge
assisted into the aircraft cabin and then cared for. However, the
winchman then collapsed through exhaustion and the aircraft was
becoming critically short of fuel. Recognising the seriousness of the
situation, and mindful that 1 survivor remained in the liferaft, Chief
Petty Officer Sturge immediately volunteered to act as winchman,
stating that he had partially trained in 1974 as a Royal Navy
helicopter crewman. The aircraft captain reluctantly agreed to this
proposal and Chief Petty Officer Sturge successfully effected the

recovery of the last survivor in the atrocious conditions which
prevailed.

Chief Petty Officer Sturge selflessly placed himself in danger in an
unexpected situation, and carried out a task for which he had
minimal and long outdated experience in order to save the life of
another. In so doing he showed exceptional courage and
determination.

NAVY DEPARTMENT

Whitehall, London SW1 2KB

26th May 1992

The QUEEN has been graciously pleased to approve the following
awards:

Queen's Commendation for Brave Conduct

Chief Petty Officer (Diver) Andrew Richard HARRISON,
D188549S.

Able Seaman (Radar) Christopher James O'DONNELL,
D208872S.

Leading Seaman (Diver) John Jamieson Oberg STODDART,
D173165U.

For their Meritorious Service on 15th August 1991, in the Search
and Rescue operation during typhoon "Fred" involving the oil rig
support barge DB29.

AIR FORCE DEPARTMENT

Whitehall, London SW1A 2MB

26th May 1992

The QUEEN has been graciously pleased to approve the following
award:

Air Force Cross

Flight Lieutenant Peter Stephen BOYLAND (5204962) Royal Air
Force.
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On 15th August 1991, during typhoon Fred, the oil rig barge
DB29 with 195 personnel aboard capsized 75 nautical miles east-
south-east of Hong Kong. Within an hour, 28 (Army Co-operation)
Squadron based at Royal Air Force Sek Kong, Hong Kong, was
tasked to generate as many Wessex helicopters as possible to assist
in the rescue operation. Two aircraft were rapidly dispatched, but no
winchman was immediately available to complete the crew required
to launch a third helicopter.

Flight Lieutenant Boyland, a pilot who had served with 28 (Army
Co-operation) Squadron since May 1991, without hesitation
volunteered to act as winchman, even though he was untrained in
this role, had no experience of fulfilling a winchman's duties while
carrying out a rescue from the esea, and knew that the weather
conditions were appalling. Accordingly, the third helicopter quickly
took off. During a 2 hour sortie in severe turbulence, although
suffering from continuous air sickness, Flight Lieutenant Boyland
insisted that the winch operator teach him the basic techniques he
would need to effect a rescue. However, unable to locate the incident
because the navigation equipment had failed and because the
visibility was often less than 100 metres in violent rain, the helicopter
returned to Hong Kong to refuel.

Despite his poor physical condition through air sickness, Flight
Lieutenant Boyland selfiessly volunteered to participate in a second
attempt to find the capsized barge. During this sortie a liferaft
containing 5 survivors was located. On scene, the waves were some
50 feet high and the wind was gusting over 70 knots. Flight
Lieutenant Boyland was lowered to the Itferaft and in a 25 minute
period succeeded in rescuing 4 men. Throughout, he was repeatedly
submerged in the tremendous seas and became progressively weaker

through swallowing sea water, his worsening sickness, and his
physical battle to effect successive rescues. He stopped only when he
collapsed incapacitated in the aircraft cabin.

Throughout the 5 hour operation, Flight Lieutenant Boyland
displayed determination, professionalism and bravery of the highest
order.

OVERSEAS AWARDS

ROYAL HONG KONG AUXILIARY AIR FORCE
The QUEEN has beeen graciously pleased to approve the following
awards:

Queen's Commendation for Valuable Service in the Air
Flight Lieutenant Frank James PILKJNGTON Royal Hong Kong

Auxiliary Air Force.
Flight Sergeant Edward Ho Dick-sang Royal Hong Kong

Auxiliary Air Force.
Flight Sergeant David Arthur WALMSLEY Royal Hong Kong

Auxiliary Air Force.
Sergeant Ross LAW Siu-hing Royal Hong Kong Auxiliary Air

Force.
Sergeant Elton TANG Sing-chung Royal Hong Kong Auxiliary

Air Force.

For their valuable services in the air on 15th August 1991, in the
Search and Rescue operation during typhoon "Fred" involving the
oil rig support barge DB29.
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